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U.S. Soccer Education is the Future...
In the ever changing fast paced
world of youth soccer, we in the
state office make an effort to follow
the guidelines of US Soccer and
attempt to be at the forefront of
youth development. In the past 2
Gary Stephenson
Eastern Pennsylvania
years we have seen the E and D
Youth Soccer
Assistant Director
Licenses become National
of Coaching
Licenses and within those licenses
the number of hours were
expanded and content became more comprehensive.
Both courses are now comparable to FIFA’s best
coaching curriculums.

Philadelphia at a discounted rate, as well as extra
benefits and insurance. Joining the our Association
can be done as an entire club or individually. FC
Continental entire staff joined the Association. At The
US Youth and NSCAA Convention in January we have
four members who are presenting topics on the field or
in a lecture. In addition to F, E and D License, we also
offer the National Youth License, numerous coaching
clinics for at various clubs for players and coaches
alike, meet with club administrators on player
development, provide curriculums for intramural
players and a monthly newsletter with exercises and
advice. We welcome your responses and any new
ideas you would like us to cover. Thanks!

The United States Soccer Education Department has
implemented a cohesive education pathway that is
recognized as the benchmark in CONCACAF and is
gaining recognition throughout the world. With the
launch of the National F License in January, a solid
grassroots developmental pathway for coaches will be
in place within Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer.
We strive in our supporting role of delivering and
managing the courses to be the best in the country.
We have established other initiatives to assist with
either the beginner coach or the long term professional
coach. The Coaching Association in our state allows
our members to attend the NSCAA Convention in

FC Continental Technical staff
pictured with Mike Barr,
Technical Director of Eastern
Pennsylvania Youth Soccer

Eastern Pennsylvania lost one of the most respected
coaches in youth soccer in our state with the passing
of Jorge Severini. Jorge was known throughout the
coaching community for his knowledge and love for the
game. He is best known as the long time coach at
Haverford High School but he also played for the
Philadelphia Atoms. Jorge also ran camps in the area
and coached ODP. "My respect for Jorge and what he
provided to young players will stay with me forever,"
commented Technical Director Mike Barr. "He was a
wonderful person and a friend to me and so many
other people in the soccer community."

COACHING EDUCATION HONOR ROLL
• TODD COVERT
• NESTOR RIVAS
• MANUEL SANCHEZ
• GARY LIEBERMAN,JR.
• JOE FERNANDES
• TIA MILLER
• LEE DEANER
• CARLOS PINNACE
• JASON DRUCKENMILLER
• ORLANDO ROA
• CRAIG COENEN
• KENNETH VILLALTA
• JEFF VIVIAN

• LAWRENCE WOLFE
• ANGELICA DARBY
• DIMITRIOS CHRISTOU
• ADAM BASTIDAS
• SAIFURRAHMAN CHOWDHURY
• ANNA-KATE DEPAOLO

October 2014
Coaching Licenses
Awarded

UPCOMING COACHING COURSES
National D License Part II
Ukrainian Nat. SC
Horsham
15- 16 Nov. 2014

National E License
Germantown SC
Philadelphia
5 - 7 Dec. 2014

National E License
Rage USC
Palmyra
20 - 21 Feb. 2015

National E License
Rose Tree SC
Penncrest HS
3- 20 Dec. 2014

National D License Part II
Penn Legacy
Landisville
15 - 16 Dec. 2014

National E License
Lebanon VSC
Wyomissing
6 - 8 Mar. 2015

For more information, details and registration, please visit EPYSA.org

Game Watcher
US MEN’S NATIONAL TEAM

INTERNATIONAL TEAMS

ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE

MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER

Nov. 14, 2:45PM
USA v Colombia

Nov. 18, 3:00PM
Scotland v England

Nov. 8, 7:45AM
Liverpool v Chelsea

Nov. 8, 2:30PM
DC Utd v NY Red Bulls

Nov. 18, 2:45PM
USA v Ireland

Nov. 18, 3:00PM
Spain v Germany

Nov. 22, 12:30PM
Man. Utd vArsenal

Nov. 9, 7:30PM
LA Galaxy v R Salt Lake

MEET THE COACH - FROM U. S. SOCCER

Vince Ganzberg, U.S. Soccer National Instructor
Ganzberg is considered an expert in
youth development and has a wealth
of experience as a teacher and
coach. Since playing college soccer
at Bethel College in Mishawaka,
Indiana, he has dedicated over
twenty-five years to coaching at
various levels and spent ten years as
state Director of Coaching for
Indiana Soccer. Ganzberg has been
a U.S. Soccer instructor since 2008
and is currently assisting the
Coaching Department with a number
of development projects. Ganzberg
also serves as Academy Director for
Recreation at FC Pride Soccer Club
where he resides in Indiana.
How did you first get involved in
soccer?
In 5th grade my father was asked to
coach by the YMCA we belonged to.
My father was one of those parents
that loved to coach any sport but
soccer was new to him. I went with
him to a clinic led by Indiana
University coaches and players. I
participated in the clinic and
afterwards asked my dad to sign me
up. He almost didn’t because I was
also playing baseball but I convinced
him. That is when the game found
me.
Where and when did you first
begin coaching?
My first experience coaching and
teaching was in college. I worked for
Indianapolis Parks as a summer job
and ran soccer clinics for inner city
children that went to a local park for
recreation. My first experience
coaching a team was in 1990 when I
was asked to coach the girl’s team at
Mishawaka Marian High School.
Then I coached the St. Joseph’s
High School boys’ soccer team that
following spring.
Where are you coaching now?
I am currently an Academy Director
for the FC Pride Soccer Club. My
role is specifically geared towards
the recreational side of the club.

You are extremely knowledgeable
in grass roots development in the
U.S. What drew you to coach
younger age groups in particular?
My background in education as a
teacher drew me towards younger
players. I coached my son when he
was younger and I loved the pure
enjoyment of putting a smile on
players’ faces. I have also been
fortunate to have had terrific mentors
throughout my career. Those
mentors stressed to me the need to
develop players at the youngest
ages so I took that on as a
challenge.
Do you think it is valuable to have
experienced coaches working with
young players?
I do think it is valuable to have your
most experienced coaches working
with younger players as long as they
know how to work with younger
players. Many experienced coaches
unfortunately do not have the desire
or the patience to work with younger
players. If, however, an organization
can find someone who is
experienced and can relate to
younger players then that is a huge
bonus.
How do you feel volunteer
coaches can influence youth
teams?
A volunteer coach can have an
impact both positively and negatively.
For most of our youth who first
experience the game, a volunteer
coach can make all the difference in
the world. A volunteer coach who
realizes that success in youth sports
isn’t measured until 15-20 years later
can have a positive influence. A
coach who puts the needs of children
first will be very influential for long
term benefits. The volunteer coach
that is not educated on how to teach
the game to younger children can
have a negative effect. Most
volunteers I come across do it for the
right reason though; they want
children to experience a sport like
soccer in a positive and fun manner.

Describe your
experience as
Director of
Coaching and
Education for
Indiana Youth Soccer.
I had the privilege of leading Indiana
Youth Soccer (now Indiana Soccer)
for a decade. My experiences and
feelings were mostly joy and
pleasure during this time. It was an
experience that helped me decide
that teaching individuals about the
game to improve children’s lives is
something I want to do until my days
here have ended. The experience is
an unforgettable one, and I am
forever grateful for the opportunity I
had to serve and educate those who
played the game during my tenure. I
hope I impacted the game for the
approximately 56,000 members in a
positive way.
You currently work with Director
of Coaching Development Dave
Chesler and the Coaching
Education Department. Can you
describe your position with U.S.
Soccer?
My main role and responsibility is to
develop the ‘F’ license and move its
content online. My role also includes
helping to improve content and
delivery for the ‘E’, ‘D’, and ‘C’
license courses.
U.S. Soccer has been working on
creating a new course focused on
the five to eight year old player.
Why is U.S. Soccer launching this
course?
The focus of the course is teaching
five to eight year old soccer players.
We need to have a consistent
offering for all to participate so that
all coaches and players receive a
solid foundation. Another reason is to
allow a volunteer coach to take a
course online and learn at his or her
own pace to help ensure that players
have a positive experience playing
the game.

How did you get involved with
instructing for U.S. Soccer?
I was asked to be an instructor in
2008. That came as a result of a
recommendation by former U.S.
Soccer Region II National Staff
Coaches Roberto Lopez and Mike
Dickey. During my tenure as the
Director of Education for Indiana
Soccer I taught with those two
several times. I am very grateful to
both of them for recommending
me. I attended a course as an
apprentice and then I was asked
to teach more courses. I am
always appreciative and honored
to have the opportunity.

What does it mean to you to be
a U.S. Soccer instructor?
I am honored and humbled. I feel
like I am serving my country.
While that may sound bold, I do
feel like I have the opportunity to
touch many coaches’ lives not
only in soccer but in life as well.
This is a way I can impact those
who play the game indirectly
through being an instructor. I can’t
get everywhere in this country. If,
however, I can improve the
coaches I come in contact with,
they may go on to better a child’s
soccer abilities and more
importantly their lives. To help a
child get to another level is great;
to help a child appreciate the

game for life is even a higher level
to aspire towards.

Join Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer at the 2015 NSCAA Convention and US Youth Soccer
Workshop at the Philadelphia Convention Center January 14-18! Soccer's Biggest Party brings together
coaches, players, administrators, business leaders, referees and fans from all over the world. Come and
be a part of the fast growing soccer community!
Register at nscaa.com/convention before December 14 to receive the best offer. NSCAA members also
receive discounted Convention registration. If you aren’t a member of the NSCAA yet, don’t worry you
can receive a $30 discount if you register for the Eastern Pennsylvania Coaches Association first! Over
300 Eastern Pennsylvania coaches have already cashed in on this incredible offer.
Visit EPYSA.org for registration details.

Creativity & Combination #9 & #10
By Mike Barr, Director of Coaching, Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer

In the 4-3-3 system it is critical that #9 and #10 are on the same page and able to recognize scoring opportunities in the attacking
third. Playing with three active players up front creates more opportunities for scoring situations especially with a #9 who can play
with his or her back to the goal.

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

Warm-Up
Use players in groups of three playing wall passes, double passes
and third man runs (directional).
Small Sided

a) 2v2 including keeper (defender wins ball played out to a
target player) 30 yds. by width of penalty box

1) #10 (20 yds. outside the 18 plays the ball into #9 back to
goal with a defender on his back. # 9 receives the ball
and turns off first touch for shot on goal to either side.

2) #10 makes run the opposite side of the turn gets behind
defender for a shot on goal.

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

3) #9 plays double pass to #10 and makes a run rolling

behind the defender to receive the pass from #10. #9
finishes or lays ball back to #10 in the center above the
18.

4) Double pass is made from #9 to #10 and #10 dribbles
space to shoot. If defender steps out # 10 looks for # 9,
who stays square with the defender.

b) 3v3 Including keeper
1) # 10 plays to #9 for double pass back to #10. # 10
dribbles to the right to pull the left side defender. #7
makes a diagonal run to receive the ball behind the
defender. #7 looks to finish or play ball to #9 making run
to the six diagonally or play a ball to far post to #10 who
makes a quick bending run between the six and the
penalty mark.

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

2) Same as 1 but utilize the same options with your #11.

Make sure #’s 7 and 11 are creating space by dragging
the defender up field and getting behind him or her.

Expanded Small Sided

a) 4v5 Including keeper (defenders play to two small goals) 40
yds by width of penalty box

1) # 9 seals of the central defender 10 to 15 yards from the
top of the box. #10 plays the ball into #9 options include:
turning and finishing if possible, double pass to back to
#10 and # 9 rolling behind the defender for pass and
finish, # 10 plays diagonal to # 7 or #11 for finish. If
finishing not available #7 or # 11 looks to play ball into #9
or #10 who have made runs discussed earlier inside the
box or to opposite wing forward positioning himself with a
run to the far post.
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Playing Out of the Back
By David McNamara, Coach - Ukrainian Nationals SC

TECHNICAL WARM-UP
Organization
Set up a diamond that each line is 15 yards in length.
Two players behind the starter cone.
One player behind each of the other three cones.
Players pass the ball and follow their ball to the next cone.
On commands from the coach they switch directions, work on receiving
the ball below their cone and first touch directs ball above the cone, give
and go passing, overlap passing.
Coaching Points
Open body to see the field. Receive ball on front foot to provide more
options.First touch into the direction of your next pass.

Three Zone Game
Organization
Field Size is 40 yards by 30 yards. The field is broken into 3 grids of 10
yards, 20 yards and 10 yards.
Points are scored by stopping the ball on the other team’s defensive end
line.
Play starts from the defensive zone and a minimum of one pass must be
completed in the defensive zone before progressing into the other grids.
Offensive players can move into any grid. Defense must maintain a 2-3-1
shape with players locked into their assigned grid.
Coaching Points
Open body to see the field. Receive ball on front foot to provide more
options. Look to make runs or dribble into the next grid

Three Zone Game with Goals
Organization
2 Goals and goalies are now introduced to the game
Play starts with a pass from the keeper to a player in the defensive
zone.
Offensive players can move into any grid. Defense must maintain a
2-3-1 shape with players locked into their assigned grid
Progression to GAME
Remove the grids. Defensive players no longer have to stay in
assigned grids. Laws of the game apply.

Goal Keeping - Reactions - Quick-hands
By Simon Robinson, Goal Keeper Coach, ODP

Focus on quick feet movement and decision making in terms of how to push the ball away from danger. Have the
keeper understand on the final drill they will not always be able to make the 'perfect' save on the second shot and to
try to get anything they can in the way of the ball, while figuring out how to get it away from further danger!

Exercise 1
Drill #1 - Keeper stands in a 'Ready/Set' position. Server will serve the ball via a
'Chest Pass' to the keeper’s chest. However, the server will 'Fake' to throw on
occasion, the keeper will only raise their hands to catch ONLY when the ball is
actually coming their way. FOCUS ON PATIENCE!! (work for 1 minute
increments)
Drill #2 - Keeper stands in a 'Ready/Set' position. The server serves the ball
underarm to either the keeper’s left or right (Just to the side of the keeper at hip
height). The keeper will, with an open-faced hand, PUSH the ball back to the
server’s hands. FOCUS ON SOFT HANDS AND HAND SHAPE TO REDIRECT!!
(work for 1 minute increments)
Drill #3 - Keeper stands in a 'Ready/Set' position. The server serves the ball
underarm to either side of the keeper’s head. The keeper will, with an open-faced
hand (fingers pointing up), push the ball back to the server’s hands. FOCUS ON
SOFT HANDS AND HAND SHAPE TO REDIRECT!! Keeper should PUSH the
ball back and not slap. (work for 1 minute increments)

Exercise 2
Drill #1 - Keeper stands in a 'Ready/Set' position. The server serves the ball
underarm to either the keeper’s left or right (approximately 2 feet away from the
keeper at hip height). The keeper will, with an open-faced hand, PUSH/SAVE the
ball with a dive, trying to make sure they push the ball away from danger. FOCUS
ON SOFT HANDS AND HAND SHAPE TO REDIRECT!! (work for 10 rep
increments)
Drill #2 - (Similar to Drill #1) Keeper stands in a 'Ready/Set' position. The server
serves the ball underarm to either the keeper’s left or right (approximately 2 feet
away from the keeper at either hip height via a 'Bounce Pass', or along the ground
via a ‘Roll’). The keeper will, with an open-faced hand, PUSH/SAVE the ball with a
dive, trying to make sure they push the ball away from danger. FOCUS ON SOFT
HANDS AND HAND SHAPE TO REDIRECT!! (work for 10 rep increments, mixing
serves up along the way)

Exercise 3
Set up the drill as the picture shows.
The first serve will be to the either the left or right of the keeper (approximately
2-3 feet, either along the ground, with a bounce pass, or chest pass) the
keeper will then make the save, working to get it away from danger. As soon
as the first save is made the ball will be played in from the second server (if
the first serve is to the keepers left, then server #2 will provide the second
server to the right). The second server should be in or around the keepers
vicinity, making the keeper react to save with whatever part of their body they
can (IT DOES NOT HAVE TO BE PERFECT!!)
VARIATIONS
1. Have a waiting keeper stand in front of the keeper to partially block their
view and be there to try and finish off saves that are not pushed away.
2. Have the keeper make the first two saves, then work to get across to make
a third save from the either server #1 or #2 (whoever didn't make the second
serve).

FIFA - The 11+

Example of the Complete Warm-Up Program

The11+

For the complete FIFA “The 11+” cards
they are available on the website!

A complete warm-up program

Available on EPYSA.org

